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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we present the concept
of a many sorted algebm and demonstrate its appli-
cation in the modelling of digital circuits. The many
sorted algebra is based on the notion of a many sorted
signature which we can use to define the static struc-
ture (operators, connections, etc.) of a circuit and the
algebra defines the circuit logic. By defining such con-
cepts as circuit state, depth, stability, etc. based on
this type of model, we can study various static and
dynamic characteristics of circuits mathematically.

1. INTRODUCTION

By using the concept of a many sorted algebra, proposed earlier
in [1], we can form mathematical models of digital circuits. With
the growing scale and complexity of digital circuits being developed,
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this type of formalization is essential in automating the verification
processes of such mechanisms.

In Section 2, we present the concepts necessary in forlnalizing a
many sorted algebra and in Section 3 we demonstrate how it is used

to model a digital circuit. In Section 4, we discuss some properties

of circuits based on this model and summarize our work in Section
5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We begin with some preliminary concepts and notations used in

this work to define a many sorted algebra.

Definition 1. Let $A$ be a set. $L$ is a set offinite sequences of A
elements if $L= \bigcup_{n=0}^{\infty}A^{N_{n}}$ . Here, $N_{n}\mathrm{S}=\{1,2, \ldots, n\}$ . We write
$A.*=L$ .

Definition 2. A quadruple $S=(c, \mathit{0}, a, r)$ is called a many sorted

signature when $c$ is a non-empty set, $\mathit{0}$ is a set, $a$ is a mapping

$oarrow c*,$ $r$ is a mapping $\mathit{0}\underline{\backslash },$ $c$ . We call $c$ the carrier of $S,$ $\mathit{0}$ the
$O_{\mathrm{P}^{er}}SymboIs$ of $S,$ $a$ the Arity of $S$, and $r$ the ResultSort of $S$ and
write them as $c_{S},$ $\mathit{0}_{S},$ as, and $r_{S}$ , respectively.

Definition 3. Let $I$ be a set and $F$ a set-valued function. $F$ is

a many sorted set of $I$ if dom $F=I$.

Definition 4. Let $I$ be a set. Let $A,$ $B$ be many sorted sets of

I. $G$ is called a many sorted function of $A_{r}B$ if $G(i)$ is a mapping
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$A(i)arrow B(i)$ , for all $i\in I$ .

Definition 5. Let $A$ be a set-valued function. $L$ is a product of
$A$ if $L=$ { $g$ : dom $g=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}A,$ $\forall x’\in$ dom $A$ : $g(x’)\in A(x’)$ }. We
write product $A=L$ .

Definition 6. Let $I$ be a set, $M$ a many sorted set of $I$ , and $L$

a set-valued function. $L$ is a pound of $M$ if $L(i)=\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}(M\cdot i)$ ,
for all $i\in I$ . We write $M\neq=L$ .

The above concepts are used to define a many sorted algebra
$\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\wedge$low.

Definition 7. Let $\mathrm{S}$ be a many sorted signature. $A=(s, ch)$ is
called a many sorted algebra over $S$ when $s$ is a non-empty many
sorted set of $c_{S}$ and $ch$ is a many sorted function of $s\neq\cdot$ as) $S\cdot rS$ .
We call $s$ the Sorts of $A$ and $ch$ the Charact of $A$ and write thenl
as $s_{A}$ and $ch_{A}$ , respectively.

3. APPLICATION

This section describes by way of example how to use the many
sorted signature and many sorted algebra concepts presented above
to formalize a model of digital circuits.

A many sorted signature with the following attribute can be
used to describe the structure of a circuit.

Definition 8. Let $\mathrm{S}$ be a many sorted signature. $S$ is said to be
circuit-like if $(^{\forall_{o_{1}}},O_{2}\in \mathit{0}_{S})(r_{S}(\mathit{0}_{1})=r_{S}(\mathit{0}_{2})\Rightarrow \mathit{0}_{1}=\mathit{0}_{2})$ .
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That is, elements of the carrier can be the result sort of no more
than one OperSymbol element.

For example, consider the simple circuit in Figure 1 consisting
of one AND gate and one OR gate.

V

$\mathrm{U}K$

Figure 1: Example of a two-gate circuit.

We can describe this structure of this circuit as a many sorted
signature $S=(c, \mathit{0}, a, r)$ where:

$c=$ $\{x, y, z, w,v\}$

$o=$ {AND, OR}
$a$ : $AND\vdasharrow<*x,y*>,$ $OR\mapsto<*z,$ $w*>$

$r$ : AND ト\rightarrow z, $OR\mapsto v$ (1)

$S$ is circuit-like by Definition 8. In terms of digital circuits, this
means that a circuit contains no wired OR connections.

Once the structure of a circuit is decided, its behavior is de-:
scribed with a many sorted algebra.
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Definition 9. Let $S$ be a many sorted signature. $A$ is said to
be a circuit of $S$ if $S$ is circuit-like and $A$ is a many sorted algebra
over $S$ .

For the example of Figure 1, we can define a many sorted algebra
$A=(s, ch)$ where:

$s$ : $carrow\{\{0,1\}\}$

$ch$ : $AND\mapsto$ . logic, $OR\vdasharrow+logic$

Here, we use

. logic : $\{(1,0), (2,0)\}\mapsto 0,$ $\{(1,0), (2,1)\}\vdasharrow 0$ ,

$\{(1,1), (2,0)\}\vdasharrow 0,$ $\{(1,1), (2,1)\}-\succ 1$ ,

$+logic$ : $\{(1,\mathrm{o}))(2,0)\}\mapsto 0,$ $\{(1,0), (2,1)\}\vdasharrow 1$ ,

$\{(1,1), (2,0)\}\mapsto 1,$ $\{(1,1), (2,1)\}\mapsto 1$ , (2)

4. SOME PROPERTIES OF CIRCUITS

Based on the model of circuits described in the previous section,
we can formalize some static and dynamic properties of circuits as
follows.

The state of a circuit is defined below.

Definition 10. Let $S$ be a circuit-like many sorted signature, $A$

a circuit of S. $q$ is called a state of $A$ if $q\in \mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}(sA)$ .
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For the digital circuit example of Figure 1, the available states
are:

{ $q_{1}$ : $x\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $y\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $z\vdasharrow \mathrm{O},$ $w\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $vrightarrow \mathrm{O}$ ,

$q_{2}$ : $x\daggerarrow 0,$ $y\vdash*0,$ $z\vdasharrow 0,$ $w\vdasharrow 0,$ $v$ }$arrow 1$ ,

$q_{32}$ : $x\mapsto 1,$ $y\mapsto 1,$ $z\mapsto 1,$ $w\mapsto 1,$ $v\mapsto 1$ }

When the current state of a circuit is given, we can compute the
next state of the circuit using the following concepts.

Definition 11. Let $f$ be a function. $L$ is called the set of range
elements of $f$ if $L=$ { $y:x\exists\in \mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}f$ and $y=f(X)$ }. We write rng
$f=L$ .

Definition 12. Let $S$ be a many sorted signature. $L$ is called the
set of input vertices of $S$ if $L=c_{S}\backslash \mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}r_{S}$ . We write $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$

$S=L$ .

Definition 13. Let $S$ be a many sorted signature. $L$ is called
the set of inner $verti_{C\dot{e}}s$ of $S$ if $L=$

. rng $r_{S}$ . We write InnerVertices
$S=L$.

Definition 14. Let $S$ be a circuit-like many sorted signature,
$v$ an element of InnerVertices S. $L$ is called the $action\backslash$ at $v$ if-
$L=r_{S}(v)$ .

Definition 15. Let $S$ be a circuit-like many sorted signature, $v$

an element of $c_{S)}op$ an element of $\mathit{0}_{S},$
$A$ a circuit of $S,$ $q$ a state of
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A. $L$ is called the inputs of $op$ in $q$ if $L=q\cdot a_{S}(op)$ .

If we consider the many sorted signature $S$ given in Equation 1

for the circuit example of Figure 1, $\ln_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}s=\{x, y,w\}$ and
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}s=\{z, v\}$. The action at $z$ is AND and the action
at $v$ is OR.

If we assume a state $q:x\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $y\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $z\mapsto \mathrm{O},$ $w\mapsto 1,$ $v\mapsto 1$ for
the circuit of $S$ given in Equation 2, we have the inputs of AND in
$q:1rightarrow 0,2\mapsto 0$ and the inputs of OR in $q:1\mapsto 0,2\mapsto 1$ .

$\mathrm{v}=1$

UK

Figure 2: Example of circuit state.

Finally, to compute the next state of a circuit, we use the fol-

lowing definition.

Definition 16. Let $S$ be a circuit-like many sorted signature,
$A$ a circuit of $S$ , and $q$ a state of A. $q’$ is called a following state

of $q$ if $(^{\forall}v\in c_{S})(v\in$ InputVertices $S\Rightarrow q’(v)=q(v)$ and $v\in$

$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}S\Rightarrow q’(v)=$ ( $ch_{A}$ ( action at $v$ )) (inputs of action

at $v$ in $q$ )). We write Following $q=q’$ .
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Another important property of circuits is the notion of stability.

Definition 17. Let $S$ be a circuit-like many sorted signature,
$A$ a circuit of $S$ , and $q$ a state of A. $q$ is said to be stable when
$q^{=F_{\mathit{0}}\iota l_{owi}}ngq$ .

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the concepts presented above, we can make sonue for-
mal evaluations of circuits. (Note, the proofs of the following the-
orems appear in the database of the Mizar proof checking system
[2] [3] [4] [5].)

For example, some rules are necessary for specifying how to con-
struct the many sorted algebra describing the logic of a circuit.

Theorem 1. Let $S$ be a Circuit-like many sorted $signature_{J}A$ a
circuit of $S_{f}q$ a state of $A_{j}o$ an element of $\mathit{0}_{S}$ . $Then_{J}(ch_{A}(\mathit{0}))$

(inputs of $\mathit{0}$ in $q$ ) $\in s_{A}(r_{S}(\mathit{0}))$ .

Another important characteristic of circuits to be studied is the
number of layers of gates it uses. The concept of depth here is
defined in [4].

Theorem 2. Let $S$ be a Circuit-like many sorted $signature_{f}A$ a
circuit of $S_{f}v_{:^{v}1}$ elements of $cs$ such that $v\in InnerVertiCeSS$ and
$v_{1}\in rnga_{S}$ (action at $v$ ). $Then_{f}depth(v_{1}, A)<$ depth $(v_{J}A$

$)$ .
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The formal treatment of circuits in this work can be extended
to provide a mathematical background for studying other charac-
teristics of circuits (e.g, speed, size, logical correctness, etc.) as
well.
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